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On the Douady Space of a Compact Complex
Space in the Category ^ II
By
Akira FUJIKI*

Introduction
This is a continuation of our previous paper [4]. L e t / : X->S
be a proper morphism of complex spaces and $ a coherent analytic
sheaf on X. Then we denote by Dx/s($} the Douady space of flat
quotients of g over S ; Dx/s($} represents the functor D x / $ ( ( ? } '•
(An/5)°-~»Sets defined by Dx/s( <O (T) : =the set of coherent quotients
& of g T (the pull-back of g to XxsT) such that ^ is flat over T.
We say that / is a ^-morphism (/belongs to <g/S in the terminology of [4]) (resp. is Moishezon) if XTed is a meromorphic
image over S of a complex space X which is proper and locally
Kahler (resp. locally projective) over S (cf. [4, (2.1) (resp. (1.2))]).
Then the purpose of the present paper is to prove the following
theorem which generalizes Theorem in [4]:
Theorem. Let f: X->S be a proper morphism of complex spaces
and $ a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Let b : Dx/s($}re&-^S be the
natural morphism. Suppose that f is a *€-morphism (resp. is Moishezon).
Then for any relatively compact subdomain Q of S and for any irreducible
component A of b~l(0) the induced morphism b\A : A—>Q is proper and
is a ^-morphism (resp. is Moishezon).
Corollary* Let X be a compact complex space in <$. Then any irreducible component Da of the reduced Douady space DXiTed is again compact
and belongs to %?. If, further, X is Moishezon, Da is again Moishezon.
Communicated by S. Nakano, February 10, 1983.
Department of Mathematics, Yoshida College, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan.
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As is mentioned above, Theorem was shown in [ 4 ] in the case
where ^ — Ox (so that Dx/s($) reduces to the ordinary relative
Douady space Dx/s of X over 5) and the universal subspace ZX/SQ
XxsDx/s restriced over Ac=Dx/s is reduced. On the other hand,
the properness of b\ A in general was shown in [3, Theorem 5.2]
under the assumption that / is a Kahler morphism, and more
generally it was asserted in [3] with a sketch of proof in the case
where / is a # -morphism. (See however Remark 2 at the end of
this paper.) Indeed, Theorem above follows readily from the result
of [4] above if we re-examine the proof of Theorem 5.2 in [3]
(the part where the general case is reduced to the case where <? =
0 x and Zx/s is reduced over A), except that the proof there contains
a gap in the formulation and proof of Lemma 5.8. The main point
of our proof is thus nothing but to fill that gap in a way suitable
for the proof of the above theorem.
In Section 1 we first construct the universal space of extensions
of a given coherent analytic sheaf by another coherent analytic
sheaf satisfying some additional conditions, and then construct the
natural compactification of it. Then in Section 2 using the results
obtained in Section 1 we prove a revised form of [3, Lemma 5.8]
(cf. Lemma 12 below) and then prove Theorem above, essentially
following the proof of [3, Theorem 5.2]. Also some other corrections
to [3] will be given (cf. a remark after Lemma 14 and Remark 2).
We follow mainly the notations and terminologies of [4], Also
we recall the following notation from [3]. Let /: X^>S be a morphism of complex spaces and $ a coherent analytic sheaf on X.
Let v : T^>S be a morphism of complex spaces. Then the pullback of <? to XT:=XxsT will usually be denoted by $T (with u
understood). Further (An/5) denotes the category of complex spaces
over S. A reduced and irreducible complex space is called a complex
variety. A Zariski open subset is in general assumed to be nonempty
unless otherwise is explicitly stated. The following result of Frisch
[2] will be used without reference throughout the paper ; for any /:
X->S and $ as above with S reduced and with / proper there exists
a dense Zariski open subset U of S over which $ is /-flat.
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Space of Completions of a Diagram

1.1. In this subsection we gather some preliminary results 0
a) Let T be a complex space and J^ a coherent analytic sheaf
on T. Let UQT be a Zariski open subset. Then a holomorphic
section s^HQ(U, JO of J^ over U is said to be extended meromorp hie ally
to T if there exists a coherent sheaf of ideals J? of (9T such that
s u p p ^ r / J f ^ A :=T—U and that for any open subset V of T and
any element b<^HQ(V, «/), ^o extends to a holomorphic section of J^
over the whole F, where supp denotes the support and the subscript
0 denotes the restriction to Ur\V. By the Hibert Nullstellensatz
we get
Lemma 1. Suppose that there exists an effective Car tier divisor D on
T whose support coincides with A. Then s is extended meromorp hie ally
to T if and only if for any relatively compact subdomain W^T
there
exist an integer ?i>0 and an element s*^H°(W, J^C^D)) which is an
extension of s\unw with respect to the natural isomorphism
^(nD)=^
on U where &(nD) = ^(X) 0 C[-D]M) with [D] the holomorphic line bundle
defined by D,
Let T be a complex space. Let U^=T be a Zariski open subset.
Let J% & be coherent analytic sheaves on 7". Then we say that JF
and & are meromorp hie ally equivalent and isomorphic on U if there exist
coherent analytic sheaves J^o? - - •, ^m on T such that 1) J^— ^->
^m—^ and 2) for each l ^ i ^ m , there exists a homomorphism &Vi
—>^i or ^i~.>^i-i which is isomorphic over C7.
Lemma 20 Suppose that 3F and & are meromorphically equivalent and
isomorphic on U. Let s<=H°(U, JH.
Let s'^H°(U, &} be the section
corresponding to s via the natural isomorphism ^~ & on U. Then s is
extended meromorphically to T if and only if so is s\
Proof. We can reduce the proof immediately to the case where
there exists a homomorphism u '.ZF-^^ which is isomorphic over U.
Then the assertion for s clearly implies that for s'. So suppose that s'
is extended meromorphically to T. Let *&' be the coherent sheaf of
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ideals of T as in the above definition of meromorphic extension for
(§% /). Let ^ be the cokernel of u. Then the support of ^ is
contained in A. Hence if / is the ideal sheaf of annihilators of
#, then supp 0 T /</£^- We set J=J'/m
We then show that
for any open subset VC=T and any b^H°(V, J) b0s0 extends to a
holomorphic section of 3? over V. Since the problem is local we
may assume that V is Stein and b is of the form b = blb2, where bl£=
H°(V, JO and b2^H°(V, /}.
First, bws'Q extends to a holomorphic
section, say w, of & over V. Then b2w^H°(V, Im u) where Im
denotes the image. Hence there exists an element t^HQ(V, ^)
which is mapped to b2w. Then since u is isomorphic on C7, t0 = bQsQ.
q. e. d.
b) (cf. [6]). Let S be a complex space and $ a coherent
analytic sheaf on S. Then the linear fiber space L(<!>} over S associated
to $ is a complex space over S which represents the functor F :
(An/5) °-> (Vector Spaces/*?) defined by

where v : T->S is any morphism and
From the definition we get
( 1)

* denotes taking the

dual.

^(L( < ? ) ) = # *

where in general for a linear fiber space L over S, £ f ( L ) denotes
the sheaf of germs of holomorphic sections of L. When $ is locally
free, we see that L( df *) is a vector bundle over 5 and it represents
the functor V: ( An/S) ° ^>Sets defined by

with v as above. In this case we call L ( < f *) the vector bundle associated
to the locally free sheaf <g (against the terminology of [6]).
Further recall that a projective fiber space jP(<f ) over S associated
to $ is the complex space over S which represents the functor P :
(An/S)°^Sets defined by
P ( T ) : = t h e set of invertible quotients ^

of v**

Lemma 3. Let S be a complex space and g a coherent analytic sheaf
on S. Let x : L—L( $} -*S be the natural projection and
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(TT* (f ) *) the universal section. Let a : P = P '( $ 0 0 s) -»S ^ £fe projective
Jiber space associated to $ 0 0 s- Then there exists a natural Zariski open
inclusion L^=P over S such that a extends meromorphically to P (as a
section of ( £ * < ? ) * ) •
Proof. Let /5 : TT* ( g © 0S) -*& be the universal quotient on P,
Let j : L->P be the 5-morphism induced by the quotient homomorphism (a+id) : TT* <? © 0 P( = x* ( ff © (P P)) -> 0 P on L together with
the universality of P. On the other hand, let s^H°(P, <£} be the
image by /3 of the constant section (0, 1) e//°(P, 7 f * ^ © d ? P ) =
//°(P, 7 f * c f © ^ s ) . Let Z) be the divisor of zero of s and W=P-D.
Then on T47, s defines the canonical isomorphism (ps : (Dw^^
( = ( ^ F ( D ) ) . Then <p7l(fi \n^) \w '• K* £* —> 0 w defines an S-morphism
fi : W->L by the universality of L. It is then easy to see that j(L) C=W
and that j and [i are inverse to each other. Now let a ITT* $ -*@ P(D)
be the composite of /3 \^ff and the isomorphism ^=(DP(D).
Then
a^HomGp(7t*£, 0 P(D) ) =Hom0p(7t* g , 0 /,)(£) is considered as a
holomorphic extension of a to P.
Lemma 1.

Then the lemma follows from
q, e. d.

c) Let f \X— *S be a morphism of complex spaces. Let J^ and
J^2 be coherent analytic sheaves on X. Let x be any point of X.
Consider an exact sequence
^-> 0 f *-» jF x -

defined in a neighborhood of x.

>0

Then applying jfomo ( , J^2) to

(*) we get a homomorphism

Then we say that a pair (Js, ^"2) satisfies the condition (C) #£ A: if
both Im v and Coker z; are /-flat at x for some exact sequence ( * )
as above. We say that (^ls J^) satisfies (C) 0y<?r fl^ open subset U
of S if (^13 ^2) satisfies (G) at any point of Xn.
Lemma 4B Suppose that ^2 is f-fiat at x. Then the condition that
Im v and Coker v are f-flat at x is independent of the exact sequence
( * ) above.
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Proof. Let r, s be nonnegative integers with r^s. Let x '. 0f s — >
0fr be the projection to the first r factors. Let u=u@n and p=pp^
where u and p are as in (*) and pl : 0^(r+p:>-> 0^p is the projection
Then the resulting exact sequence
is called the (r, j) -modification of (*). Let v : &f^»-+&f<s+<» be
the homomorphism defined by u. Then it is immediate to see that
Ker z/=Ker v and Coker z/= Coker y0J^f (s ~ r) . Hence under our
assumption the condition is independent of passing to any (r, s}~
modification of (*). Then the lemma follows from the fact that
any two exact sequences as (*) are isomorphic (over the identity
of J*^) at x if we pass to a suitable (r, s) -modification of each
sequence (cf. the proof of Theorem in [7, p. 102]).
q. e. d.
Using this lemma we shall show the following:
Lemma 5. Assume that f is proper. Then there exists a dense Zariski
open subset U of S such that (J^, «^"2) satisfies the condition (G) over U.
Proof.

Take a locally finite open covering 3B= [Wa] of X such
ffi#

M

ff)

to

that on each Wa we get an exact sequence 0 x a - >® x a - >^ri - >0.
Let va:^2 a - ^2*a be the homomorphism associated to ua. Let
Ta= {x^Wa ; Im va and Coker va are not /-flat at x). Then by
Frisch Ta is an analytic subset of Wa such that f(Ta} is 'negligible'
in S(cf. [2, Prop. (IV, 14)]). Let Ul be a Zariski open subset of S
over which ^2 is /-flat. Then by Lemma 4 Ta=Tp on War\Wftr\
XVi. Hence Ta define a global analytic subset T(U^) on Xv . Moreover the closure T of T(U^) in X is clearly analytic. Let U2 =
S-f(T).
Since TC (JaTa and W is locally finite, /(T) is negligible
in 5. Let C7=t/inC/ 2 - Then it is clear that (J^, ,F2) satisfies the
condition (C) over [/, which is Zariski open in S.
q. e. d.
d) Let b'.X— >Y be a morphism of complex spaces. Let ^ and
^ be coherent analytic sheaves on Y. Then there exists a canonical
homomorphism (cf. [5, 0, (6.7.6)])
(2)

b^:b*^n0(^9 <$} - >^nS,(b*^9 b*&).
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In particular when ^ = 6 Y this reduces to
(3)

b* : b*^* -

>&*&)*•

Lemma 6. Let f : X->S be a morphism of complex spaces and
J^i, J^2 coherent analytic sheaves on X. Let v : S'^S be a morphism of
complex spaces and v : XS'—>X the natural projection. Then the canonical
homomorphism
£*:

^J^^C^l, ^ 2 ) -

x

above is isomorphic if (JF1? J^)

>J&n<p y
s

x,

(**.^1,

**^2)

satisfies the condition (C)

Proof. Let X' = XS,. Let ^'eJT be an arbitrary point. Let # =
&(*')• Take any exact sequence (*) defined in a neighborhood of
x (cf. c)). From this we get the commutative diagram
0 - >V*&no (&19 J^2) - >
0-

I-

> J&nO^P&to V*J^2) -

n

> (C*J^ 2 )®^ -

> (v*J5-2)9'

where the top (resp. bottom) sequence is obtained as the pull-back
by £J of the exact sequence
_

coming from (*)

x. -^r

( ex

^ JlomQ^ \^

or \ _

1, ^2)

(resp. by applying

x. <%:@1>
*^2

v

^ &Z'®ci
^^2

3fa™.o ( , ^*Jr2) to the exact

sequence Ofl - > 0 f ? - >v*$:l - >0). Hence the top (resp. bottom)
sequence is exact by virtue of the condition (C) (resp. without any
assumption on J^- and /). The lemma follows from this.
1.2. a)
diagram

Let X be a complex space.

Suppose that we are given a

(4)

of coherent analytic sheaves on X, where the horizontal sequence is
exact and wb u3 are surjective. Then we set
(5)

j

,-, *=1, 3
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Let 3C be the kernel of c. Then we get an exact sequence

0 - > Jf - > c-\&£ -^-> ^3 - >0.

(6)
l

Conversely, c~~ (^^ is characterized as a submodule of d?2 by (6).
Further c induces the natural homomorphism c : J% - > J^, and c in
turn induces a homomorphism

(7)
Definitiono

a
A completion of (4) is a commutative diagram

u

l

—>o

c

6

1

* 6 2
U

\ 2
4,

* © 3~
I "3
v|/

of exact sequences of coherent analytic sheaves on X, where u2 is
surjective as well as wl5 H3. We define the isomorphisms of two
completions in an obvious way; then the set of isomorphism classes
is naturally identified with the set of quotients of $2 which fit into
the commutative diagram (8).
Lemma 7.
Let id e HomG (&& J^)
be the identity of J^.
Let M — a~l(id}^ which is an affine linear subspace of the vector space
Hom0x(^r3, ^4). Then the set of isomorphism classes of completions of
(4) is in natural bijective correspondence with the set M.
Proof. Suppose that we are given a completion (8) of (4). Let J^2
be the kernel of u2. Then c induces an isomorphism CQ: ^2/b(^^)^
J^3. Let j : ^2/b(^l}-^^^=c~l(^^/b(^:l)
be the natural inclusion.
Then jc^1 : ^3-^^4 clearly determines a point of M which depends
only on the isomorphism class of (8).
Conversely, given a point m ^ A f C Hom@ (^^ J^), define ^2 to
be the natural inverse image of m («^3) C ^4 in c~l(&r3)^$2* Let
^2=^2/^2 and let u 2 ' . ( p 2 - > & 2 be the quotient homomorphism.
Since c (^"2) — cm («^"3) = J^g, c induces a surjection t :^ 2 ->^ 3 . Further
i(^" 1 )=^*2ni(<?i) so that b induces an inclusion s :^l-^^2. Then
(s, 0 is exact and uh l^z'^3, t, s fit into a commutative diagram
(8), thus giving (an isomorphism class of) a completion of (4).
Finally it is readily checked that the above correspondences (8) —>jcQ
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and m->(8) are inverses to each other.
b)

q. e. d.

Let/:^->5 be a proper morphism of complex spaces with S

reduced.

Suppose that we are given a diagram (4) on X.

T->S be any morphism of complex spaces.

Let v :

Then pulled back by v

(4) gives rise to the diagram
1, T --

^

>

0 2, T -

^>

3, T

(4)

W

1

y

t^

3,T

O

<T>

with the same property as (4). Then we set
/iT ,

i = l, 3

Then we have the natural homomorphisms
,',T : ^i,T

where y i i T is surjective.

-

t&T.i,

t=l,

3

Further y liT and W T induce a homomorphism
'T.4-

Lemma 8. Suppose that ^3 <2??rf ^?3 «r^ f-flat.
are isomorphic.

Then vZiT and v±iT

Proof. For z;3>T this is immediate from the flatness of «^3. We
shall show that y 4iT is isomorphic. Since vliT is surjective, bT(^Til) =
bTvltT(^ltT) in (f 2.r- Hence it suffices to show that WT is isomorphic.
Let JfT be the kernel of CT : $ 2iT ^> S 3iT . Then since ^3 is f-flat,
the natural homomorphism Jf T -^Jf T is isomorphic. The assertion
then follows from the following commutative diagram (cf. (6))
U

>

0-

>

Cn, i

>c

-

( ^ 3) f

^ T T . S ) -

>^

3

j

> ^T.S -

>0

>

0

where the top sequence is exact since J^3 is /-flat as well as d?3 and
^3q- e. d.
Suppose now that we are given a completion (8) of (4).

We
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assume that ^ 3 is/-flat. Then the pull-back (8) T of (8);
?

6

1, T

4'

CT

f8

M

"l.T

^

^

2, T

(B

&

M

2,T

3, T

3.T

xl/

is again a completion of (4) r because ^?i iT
>^ 2 ,r is now injective.
Thus we can speak of the functor G :(An/S)°
>Sets defined by
G ( T ) : = t h e set of isomorphism classes of completions of (4) T .
We set
(22 — itf'
*y — <yComQ

f <3Z?
(37? \
\ tx 3? «^ 4/

r\ •(-• f\
ciLUJL

'ijp — i/Z?
( &Z? (3TT \
ex& — <yCcywiQ \ ** 3j ^x 3/

where J^3 and ^4 are as in (5). Then the homomorphism a:^-^
ffl (cf. (7)) induces the natural homomorphism
( 9)

^: f ^

>/*^f•

In order to have the representability of G we make the following
assumption;
J@ , tx&
(J$ , (&
"tfP or"f»
(o
,y , ^t
die
3
3

(10)

oil
•/*—flll<xL,
ot
( \^s
&Jf 35 ^f
n r~1 ( \^x^
^Jf , &r
<all ^y
^s \k) o dllU
J^ *\
3
3y

satisfy the condition (C) over S and dim H°(X5,

^s)

and dim //°(Jfs, ^fs) are locally constant on 5.
Since 5 is reduced, this implies that
(11)

/^

and /*Jf are locally free on 5

and further that for any v : T^S

(12)

as above

the natural homomorphism aT : v*f*&
a

T '• v*f**tf?

>

>

/T*^T and

/r*^r are isomorphic (cf. [1]).

By (11) we can consider the holomorphic vector bundle M (resp. N)
associated t o / * ^ (resp. /*^f) (cf. (1.1, 6)). Let 7- : M->N be the
bundle homomorphism corresponding to ft. Let £e// 0 OS, <^(AO)
correspond to id^HomG (^3, J^3) with respect to the natural isomorphism
(^ 1I ^J j

£7° ( C
C J-T*<?£
*#)\) .—
y
^?\
JLZ
V^5G?
crf 7VA
(2\) 'S)—= WO
rl / (o,
=iir/0 /(A,
c^Tj —=

Define
Then Y is an analytic subspace of M and hence is naturally a complex space over S.
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Proposition 1. Under the assumption (10) G is represented by the
complex space Y above.
Proof. Let i/ : T->S be any morphism of complex spaces. First
note that since ^ 3 and ^ 3 are /-flat, J^ 3 also is/-flat. Further by
Lemma 6 the canonical homomorphism £* : &T—>j^^i0x (^Z.T-> «^4.r)
is isomorphic. Also, by Lemma 8 v3iT and 0 4iT induce an isomorphism
6?T : ^£™0 XT (^ST, ^"4 r)-».2&*0 XT (^rs, ^SM)- Together with (12)
these induce a natural isomorphism gT: y*/* ^ —>/r*^o»^XT C^T.SJ ^T,^)Similarly we get an isomorphism /zr : v*f*3l?-:>fT*y&™0x

(^T,^ ^T,Z)>

Using these isomorphisms for T=Y we shall now construct the
universal completion of (4) F on XY. Let TT : M->S be the natural
projection and set <5 = 7r| y : Y—»S. Let a e//°(Y, d*/* ^) be the
restriction to Y of the universal section a^HQ(M^ TT*/*^). Let 0-' =
g y ( t f ) e// 0 (S, fy*3&<mQ

(^y

3, J^y 4) ) = 7/0772^

A-y

(^y

3,

^y 4) . Similarly,

A-y

let c' = hY(t) ^Hom0x (J^y>3, ^y.s).

Then ^ is the identity of ^y.s and

cr' is sent to *' by the natural homomorphism Hom&x CJ^y.s, ^Y.*) ~*
Therefore by Lemma 7 a7 gives rise to a com-

Homox (J^y.s, ^y.s).

pletion (14) of ( 4 ) y ;
rs

© iy

(14)

« li7
v

/£>

^ 2y

/s

^ 3y

L
v

rv

u

« 3y
v

We claim that (14) is the desired universal completion (up to
isomorphisms). Let v : T—>S be any morphism of complex spaces
with a completion (8) T of (4) T . Then by Lemma 7 (4) r defines an
element X^Hom&x (^V.3, ^,4) whose image in Hom0 (^r.s? ^T.S)
is the identity. Let A=gjl(X) ^H°(T, v*f*&}. Then the image of 2
in //°(Z, u*f*#n by ^* (/3) equals y * ( 0 - Hence by the universality
of M together with the definition of Y there exists a unique Smorphism r : T->Y such that 1 is the pull-back of a by r ; ^ = r*(<7).
This then implies that T*(ff')=2.' with respect to the natural isomorpniSm

T

^rLotnG X \ t^" y 35 d* y 4y == ^sCorn® X \ f
T
T

^

Y ' 3) "^ *-* Y ' 4/ —— <^otnC) X {^
T

T' 3?

^ ri4 ), where f : Jf T ^ Jf y x FT—>XY is the natural projection (cf. Lemmas 6
and 8). This in turn is equivalent to saying that (8) T is isomorphic
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to the pull-back
Lemma 7.

of (14) by r, in view of the correspondence of
q. e. d.

1.3.
Let f : X-+S be a proper morphism of complex spaces with S
reduced. Suppose that we are given a diagram (4) on X. As in
1.2 b) we set &=j^0x(^ ^4) and tf= ^o^* ^3) where
^3, J^4 are defined by (5). We fix a Zariski open subset UQS with
the following property (cf. Lemma 5) ;
^3, ^3, %, 3f are all /-flat over U, (^35 J^) and (J^3? J^3)
(15)

• satisfy the condition (G) over [7, and dim//°(Z s , ^s)

and

dim H°(XS, Jfs) are locally constant on U.
We then apply the consideration of 1.2 b) to fn : XV^U and (4)^,
the restriction of (4) over U. Let M0 and NQ be the vector bundles
on U associated to the locally free sheaves /* & v and f*tf\u
respectively. Let j : M0-*NQ be the bundle homomorphism induced
by /3 :/* g?->/^ restricted to C7 (cf. (9)). Let c : U->N0 be the
holomorphic section defined by the identity of J^3 via (13) for S=U.
Let Y=7~l(c(U))QMQ and d :Y->U the natural morphism. Then by
Proposition 1 Y represents the functor Gn : (An/I/) 0 —>Sets defined
by Gn(U'} = the set of isomorphism classes of completions of (4) T
with T—U'. Thus we get the universal completion (14) on F (with
S replaced by U there).
Proposition 2. In the above notations there exist a protective morphism
d : Y-+S and an inclusion YC Yv over U such that Y is a dense Zariski
open subset of Y. Moreover exists a coherent quotient u : g2iY->$ on
Xy = XxsY such that the restriction of u to XY=XxsY is isomorphic to
the quotient u : ^ 2 ,y~ > ^ in the universal completion (14) on XY.
Proof, a) The construction of Y. Let jtt=f*<& and
Jf=f^3fa
Let L = L(J{*}
(resp. L' = L ( J f * } } be the linear fiber space over S
associated to the dual Jl* (resp. ^T*) of Ji (resp. yT) (cf. 1.1 b ) ) .
Since Jl—Jl** on f/, we may identify M0 with Ln. Let P =
P(J{*@®s) (resp. F' = P(jr*@Gs))
be the projective fiber space
over S associated to Jt*®0s (resp. Jf*@®s).
Then we have the
X
natural inclusions LC=P and LCP as Zariski open subsets (cf. Lemma
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3). Then the transpose «* : Jf*->J/* of a (cf. (7)) induces a
homomorphism b : L—>L' of linear fiber spaces over S which is easily
seen to extend to a meromorphic map b\P->P' over S (cf. the proof
of Lemma 3 and [8]). Let t(=H°(S, &*(L)) be the section induced
by the identity of J^3 via the natural homomorphism Hom0x(^r39 J^3)
= H°(S, ^} -*H°(S, J"**) =H°(S, ^(L')) (cf. ( 1 ) ) . Note that I
restricts to c on U \vith respect to the natural isomorphism ^=J"**
on U. Let Y'^i"1 ('($))• Then we define Y to be the analytic
closure of (i. e., the minimal analytic subspace containing) Y=Y'ur\Lu
in Y'. Then Y is a dense Zariski open subset of Y and the natural
morphism d : Y->S is projective as well as P*->S.
b) Construction of a coherent quotient ft : g 23-+$. Consider the
diagram
1

(4),

,

Y

6

"l.T

2.Y

>

& 3,Y
M

0

3,Y

The restriction of (4)y to A^y admits the natural completion, i.e., the
universal completion (14). Hence by Lemma 7, (14) determines a
unique section ^0 of ^^
(^> 3, ^y 4) on ^fy (cf. (5) r for ^yi)Xy

We first show that this 10 is extended meromorphically to the
whole XY. Clearly, it suffices to show that the holomorphic section
^ of fY*3fe™ox_(<&r?,3, ^7,4) on Y determined by ^0 is extended
meromorphically to the whole Y. In view of Lemma 2, for this
purpose we have only to show the following assertions.
1) (§*„//*)* and /y*^V^_(^"i.33 J^y.J are meromorphically equivalent and isomorphic on Y, and
2) the section 12^H°(Y, (5*^*)*) corresponding to Xl by 1) is extended
meromorphically to Y.
Proof of I}. Let d l : 5*^->5*(^**) be induced by the natural
homomorphism ^->.///**. Let rf2 : 5* (.^**)—>(5*.^*) * be the canonical
homomorphism (3) applied to ^ = Jl*. Let d3 = a? '• o*J/= d*f* & —>
/ ? ,^y

(cf. (12)).

Let

rf 4 :/?*»?^/y*(^&n^ A (^3.7, ^ 4 ,y)) be inY

duced by the canonical homomorphism (2) ^y = ^^^(Jr3, ^4)?—>
^^^ X _(^3,y 5 ^4,1).
Hence

These rf f are all isomorphic on Y (cf. Lemma 6},

(<5*^*)* and f?* (ffiomo _ C^S.Y, ^.y))

are

meromorphically
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equivalent and isomorphic on Y. Next note that v,-t? : ^i.?
i = 3, 4, are isomorphic on -XV (cf. Lemma 8). Then v3iY and
induce homomorphisms f?*(3fanox _(&?.* ^4,?)) ->/p*
) and /^(j^^.CJS-.s, ^4,yO) ^/y*(^^(^y.3, ^y. 4 )) respectively which are isomorphic on Y. Hence f?*(jfam0x_(<&r?,to ^V.J)
and fY*(3£™ov (^3Y, ^4?)) 5 and hence the former and (§*J/*}*
also, are meromorphically equivalent and isomorphic on Y. Thus 1)
is proved.
Proof of 2). Let x :L->S and ft :P^S be the natural projections.
Consider the following commutative diagram of coherent analytic
sheaves on P
Xy

\

h

which is isomorphic on M0, where e = d2dl and e is defined analogously and where the vertical arrows are induced by the inclusion
YCP. This gives rise to a commutative diagram of the spaces of
global sections
Zl/O / K/f
__* /A
Li \lvloi 7T ^J

E

C _* y/*N *\
\^ *^ / J

^ ZUO / K/f
> /J V I K / O J
r

^

2

Let de//°(M0, TT*^) be the universal section. Then r2s(&) =er1(d) =
X2 (cf. the proof of Proposition 1). Thus it suffices to show that e(<r)
is extended meromorphically to the whole P. This, however, follows
from Lemma 3 applied to $ —Ji* since e(&) is the restriction to MQ
of the universal section of (TT*^*)* on L. This proves 2).
Next, using the fact that ^0 is extended meromorphically to XY
we shall construct a desired quotient u : $ 2 ,y->^. Let h : X^XY be
the blowing up of XY with center A \—X^—X^ where A is endowed
with the reduced structure. Then there exists an effective Cartier
divisor D on X whose support coincides with X — h~1(XY). Since h
is isomorphic on h~l(Xy) we identify h~1(XY) with XY and consider
XY also as a Zariski open subset of X. Now consider the pull-back
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of (4)y to X by h\
r

b

i

co~

fl

* e 2

?

r&~

* ® s~

l

Let ^,- = Ker M,-, i = l , 3, and ^4 = c r ~ 1 (^3)/H«^i). Then by the same
argument as in the proof of 1) we see readily that h* jfamy XY C^F 3,
~
~
^y l4 ) and j£m^(«^33 ^4) are meromorphically equivalent and
isomorphic over Jfy. Thus the section I of jS^^C^s, #4) on Jfy
corresponding to h*Z0 is extended meromorphically to X by Lemma 2.
Hence by Lemma 1 for any relatively compact subdomain WQX
we can find an integer ;z^>0 and a holomorphic section 5* = 3jy of
&*nor(&to
&d(nD) on W:=h~l(W} such that 1* restricts to l!^ n *J:v
A
in the obvious sense. Then through the natural isomorphism
.^^(.^sj ^4) («£>) = &**G%(&*(—nD)> ^4), 3* determines a homomorphism j* : ^3(-nD)-*^4 on Pf. Let #(P1/) =^(^(^3(-«£>)))
where C ^ c~1(^3)~>^r4 is the natural homomorphism. Then if we set
M, ^(W 7 )^^' on XYnW as a submodule of g 2. Further
is a coherent submodule of h* §2— h*h* $2,y> Let a : $2,?-^
hji*$2,y be the natural homomorphism which is isomorphic on XY.
Then &(W):=a-l(h*#(W)) is a coherent submodule of ^ 2 ,y on W
with &(W} \wnxY= &\ wnxY- Thus we have shown that 2F extends
locally to a coherent submodule of <f 2 i Y at any point of ?.
Now we define the submodule J^<^4> of g2iy, which is defined
on the whole X? and which extends 2F", by the following condition ;
a holomorphic section j of g 2t? defined on an open subset B of Xy
is a section of J^<^4> if and only s\ xYnB^H0(XYr(B, ^).
Since on
any W as above ^<(Ay~ (&(W) L y )<-4> (with the right hand side
defined in the same way) and &(W} is coherent on W it follows
that J^<^4> is a coherent submodule of ^ 2 i y on the whole J^y. (On
W, ^(Ay is characterized by the exact sequence 0->^(M7) -^Jr<^4>—>
^i(^ 2 ,y/^W)->0.) Thus if we set J - (f2,y/jF<,4>5 then the
natural homomorphism u : ^2,?"^^ satisfies the condition of the
proposition.
q. e. d.
1.4.

Let f : X-+B be a proper morphism of complex spaces. Let m
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^ 1 be an integer. Suppose that for each O r g & r g m we are given
coherent analytic sheaves df fe, d?*, and a coherent quotient uk : S ^—>
^
on X such that 1) <?°= <?0 and 2) ^
<?* fit into an exact
sequence

Let U be a complex variety and r'.U^B be a morphism of complex
spaces. Suppose that for each I r g & g m there exists a commutative
diagram of exact sequences
Jfe-l
C7

(16),
of coherent analytic sheaves on Xv with all uk surjective as well as
uktU, where (u° : £u->&Q) = (u0iU:£>u-*3$Q,u) by definition.
have the following :

Then we

Lemma 9. We can find 1) a complex variety A which is locally
projective over B (cf. [4, (1.2)]), 2) a dense open subset V of U and a
B-morphism 7] : V-*A and 3) a coherent quotient u : $^-^>£% of $%, such
that a) the pull-back of u to XV=XAXAV
via r] is isomorphic to the
m
m
restriction of u : $if^>& to Xv and b) A is the analytic closure of 37(F)
in A.
Proof. Replacing B by the analytic closure B0 of r(C7) we may
assume that B = B0. In particular B is reduced. Now we prove the
lemma by induction on m^l. So suppose that the lemma is true for
the data above with 0<^rgm —1. Then we can find a complex
variety A' which is locally projective over B, a dense open subset
V'QU, a 5-morphism r]''. V ~>A' and a coherent quotient u: ^1A71-^
£%' of (e™71 such that a)' the pull-back of u via ff is isomorphic to
um-i restricted to Xv, and b)' the analytic closure of r[ (F') in A'
coincides with A'. Here, when m = l (the beginning of the induction)
we set F' = f7, A' = B, T]' = T and u=u0. Now we consider the diagram
&

6 m,A'

(17)

|.B.A,
^ m,A'

>

&m

& A'

>

& m —\

& A'

A

> U
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Let [/' be a Zariski open subset of A' which satisfies the condition
(15) for fA, : XA,^>Af and for (17) (instead of /: X->S and (4)).
Let y' be the complex space over U' which represents the functor
GU, : (An/t/') 0 ->Sets ; G c //(f/ // ) = the set of isomorphism classes of
completions of (17)^ (cf. Proposition 1). Then XY> = XTj, XUfY' carries
the universal completion

(18)
of (17)y/. Let d : Y'—>U' be the natural morphism. Let d : Y->A'
be the protective morphism which extends d obtained in Proposition 2.
By that proposition v extends to a coherent quotient v : $™,-^'2% on
Xy,.
Let V—7]'~l(U'). Then by b)7 V is dense in V and hence
also in U. On the other hand, by a)' (16) m (restricted over V) is
regarded as a completion of the pull-back (17) y , of (17) to Xv, via
y]'. Hence by the universality of Y', q'\v lifts to a unique morphism
f] : V-^>Y' such that the pull-back of (18) to Xv via t] is isomorphic
to (16) m> 7. Thus if we define A by the analytic closure of 7](V) in
Y' and u : $A-*{% by the restriction of v on XA, then the conditions
a) and b) are obviously fulfilled (cf. [4, (1.2.1)] for the local projectivity).
q. e. d.
Remark 1. Actually we can show that 77 is a restriction of a
meromorphic map U-*A over B, and hence we can take the above
V as a Zariski open subset of U.
§ 2o Proof of Theorem
2.1. We begin with two lemmas which are used in [3] without
explicit proof.
Lemma 10. Let g : Z->T be a proper flat morphism of complex
spaces. Suppose that Z is (i.e., Zred is) pure dimensional and T is
irreducible. Let ^ be a g-flat coherent analytic sheaf on X. Let T' be
a complex variety and i) : T ->T a morphism. Then the folio wings hold
true. 1) If ZTf is reduced, then Z itself is reduced. If, further, ZT, is
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irreducible, then so is Z. 2) Suppose that ZT, is reduced and 2F?, is torsion
free. Then ^ also is torsion free.

Proof. Write Z' = ZT, and &' = &?,. Let g':Z'-*T'be the natural
morphism. Suppose first that Z' is reduced. Since 7" is a variety
and g is flat, Z' is pure dimensional as well as Z. Then by 3) -»
1) of [3, Lemma 1.4] ZJ, is reduced for some f'eT" and hence Z^(n
also is reduced. Then by 1)—>3) of the same lemma Z is reduced.
If further ZF' is torsion free, then by 3)->l) of [3, Lemma 5.6]
J*> is a torsion free Gz /x -module for some t"s=.T'. Then by !)-»
3) of the same lemma 3F is torsion free.
Next suppose that Z' is reduced and irreducible. Let j'eET" be
as above and set t = r](t') so that Zt is reduced. Let Zb . . . , ZY be
the irreducible components of Z. We have to show that r—\. We
use the same argument as in [4, Prop. 3], By our assumption, for
any i Z^Z^ and hence Ziit = Zh since g(Zi)=T.
Let Z^- = Zz f|Z;
1
and 7^,-= {£eT ; dim Z^grdim Z —dim T]. Let TQ= LU>;-7V Then
we can take a holomorphic map /z : H-+T of the unit disc H : =
{rfEEC; \d\<\] into T such that A ( 0 ) = * and A-1(r0) = {0}. Set Z=
ZH and Zi = ZitH. Then by [3, Lemma 1.4] Z, and hence Zz- also,
are reduced since Z0 is reduced. Hence Z{->H is flat as well as
Z->//. Let x be any Hermitian form on Z (cf. [3, Def. 1.2]) and
%j the restriction of % to Z£. Then by [3, Cor. 3.3] the positive
functions

are continuous on H. (Note that by taking h suitably, we may assume
that Zd and Ziid are all reduced for d^H.} Hence
i->0

i=l

1=1

fc.o

On the other hand, by our choice of h, %(d) = J^ ^(d) for any
i^i
This is possible only when r = l .
q. e. d.
Lemma 11. L^^ f : X->S be a morphism of complex spaces and Z a
subspace of X. Let $ be a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Let <fi : T->S
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be a morphism of complex spaces. Let J> be the ideal sheaf of Z in X
and JT that of ZT in XT. Then for each k^O there exist a natural
isomorphism Ak : ^* ( $/ ^k <?) -xp* S'/j^ty* $ and a natural surjective
homomorphism // fc : ^>* ( S k g / S k + 1 f f ) -^Jfty* g / J?kT+l(j>* g, where (p : XT
->X is the natural projection.
Proof. First, lk is defined by the requirement that the following
diagram of exact sequences be commutative
>

] —>o

where bk is the inverse of the canonical isomorphism (cf. [6, 0,
(4.3.3)]) and the top (resp. the bottom) sequence is obtained by
pulling back by <p the exact sequence ,/fe(x)cf —> g -> $/ J>k $ ->0 (resp.
by tensoring the sequence $* Sk^> (9x -> (9x /^\—»0 with ^>* <^) 8 The
isomorphy of Ak is then clear.
Next, we define ftk by the requirement that the following diagram
of exact sequences be commutative
>0

g —> sty* § —> sty* <?/j?kT+10* g —> o
where ck is the composite of bk above and the natural surjection
^*,/fe(x)^* S'-^jPty* g and where the top sequence is obtained from
the exact sequence Sk'rl->^k-^J^k/J^k+l-^0 by applying to it 0*( ®<O,
taking the natural isomorphism Skg/Sk+1£ =Sk/Sk+1® g into
account. The surjectivity of fjtk is clear.
q. e. d.
2.2. Now we come to the reformulation of [3, Lemma 5.8] mentioned
in the introduction. We say that a meromorphic map g '. Z-+Y is
generically surjective if the image of Z contains a dense open subset
of y. Moreover we employ the following notations through the end
of this paper.
Notation. Let / : X-+S be a morphism of complex spaces and g
a coherent analytic sheaf on X. We denote by ux/s( $} '• $ D->&X/S($)
a fixed universal quotient (homomorphism) on XD : =XXSD (defined
up to automorphisms of ^z/s( < f ) ) , where D = DX/S($).
Let Zx/s
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QXD : =XxsD be the universal subspace where D = Dx/s> Then as in
[3] for any irreducible component Da of -Dz/s(^)red we shall denote
XDa : =XxsDa, Svj ( M x / s ( £ ) ) D a simply by X m g a , & a respectively,
and further, when ff = 0 z, denote Zx/s X sDa by Za. By Dx/s we
denote the union of those irreducible components Da of Dx/SiTed for
which Za is reduced. We set dim X/S = dim X — dim S and dim g /S
= dim supp ( ff} —dim S, where supp denotes the support.
Lemma 12. Let f: X—>S be a proper morphism of complex spaces and
$ a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Then for every irreducible component
Da of Dx/s( $)red with dim £%a/Da = q^Q, there exist 1) an irreducible
component T of Dx/s such that dim ZT/T—q where Z=Zx/s> 2) coherent
analytic sheaves $k, Org&<^?z 5 on ZT, 3) an irreducible component Bk of
DZT/T ( $ k) red for each k such that ZT X TBk is reduced, 4) a complex variety
A which is locally protective over BQ X T • • • X TBn and finally 5) a generically
surjective meromorphic S-map h : A-^>Da.
Proof, Let / be the ideal sheaf of annihilators of £%a on Xa.
Let supp 3$a be the support of &a. Then define the subspace S({%^
of Xa by S(&J = (supp ^a, <9//}. Let <f be the ideal sheaf of
supp ma on Xa. Define &k=Sk&a/Sk+13ia9 k^Q, where S°= 0 =
6 x • Then we have the following commutative diagram of exact
sequences on Xa
0

>^k

0

>

(19),
k

>^ a /^* +1 « a

>&JJ?k@a

>0

with the vertical arrows surjective. Take ?2>0 sufficiently large so
that </2^ w + 1 over UQ for some Zariski open subset UQ of Da. Let U
be a Zariski open subset of Da such that UQUQ and that 0/^ and
^*5 O ^ A ^ w , are all flat over U. Then by (19)* we see that StJ
Jk2fca also are flat over U for l^k^n + l. Now since #/«/" is flat
over f/,, by the universality of Dx/s we have a unique S-morphism
^ : U-+DX/S such that
(20)

(supp MJu^Zu : =ZxDx/sU.

Let T be any irreducible component of Dx/s,red containing
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Then by (20) and Lemma 10 Zr is reduced, so TQDx/sLet ST be the ideal sheaf of ZT in XT and £k= JPkT£T/J?kT+l£T,
regarded as a coherent analytic sheaf on ZT. We then consider the
relative Douady space Dk : — Dz /T( &k) associated with the pair (ZT/T,
<? t ). Then by (20), Lemma 11 and (19) t , 9i^ restricted over [/,
are flat quotients of (S^u = <I>*$to where $ : Zu = ZTXTU-^ZT is the
natural morphism. Then by the universality of Dk, (/> lifts to a unique
morphism rk : U->Dk such that uk: ( $k)u~>&k is isomorphic to the pullback via rk of the universal quotient uz /T( $ k} : £* kiD —>3%z /T( <# k) •
Let Bk be any irreducible component of DkiTed containing rk(U}.
Then again by Lemma 10 ZTXTBk is reduced. Let vk: $ k<B —>k& be
the restriction of u Z i r / T ( S > k ) over Bk.

Define T = TQXT • • • X Trn : [/—»

B :=BQxT--xTBn.
Let nk : Bk^T, TT : B-+T, pk : B-*Bk be the
natural projections, and ftk : ZBk—>Zr, ft : ZB—>Zr, pk : ZB-*ZBk the induced morphisms.
We shall now apply Lemma 9 to our situation ;

B

A,2£/

In the notation of 1.4 first we set m = n and

- (fB :

(21)
Then $°= <f0 and we have a natural exact sequence Sj-» ^ fe -> ^ fe ~ 1
—>0. We further set
J (r : U-*B) - (r : U->B}

where we identified f* (ft* ( £ T /--/T K ^ T )) = $* ( £T/J?kT+l£ r)

with

1) We consider <? t , <?*, ^ft as coherent analytic sheaves on Xs with respect to the natural
inclusion ZB : =ZTy.TB^XB> where these sheaves are zero outside ZB.
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£ a )tf=$* £ T/ Jf*^* $T with respect to the natural isomorphism ^((FT/JP^g?)^^ £T/J?k+l$* £T given in Lemma 9 2). With
this definition u°=uQiT by the definition of r0 and u0, and we get the
commutative diagram (16)& on Xv in view of (19)&.
Thus we can apply Lemma 9 to these data; we can find a complex variety A which is locally projective over 5, a dense open subset
FC[/3 a jB-morphism r]:V->A which lifts r| y , and a coherent quotient
u ( A } : ^nA=(^nB)A-^^(A} on XA=XxsA9 where g* is defined by
(21) such that a) un+l : £a/J?n+l<? a-^^a/Jrn+l^a restricted to Xv is
isomorphic to the pull-back of u(A) via f] and b) A is the analytic
closure of i)(V) in A, Let W^=A be a Zariski open subset over
which 3% (A) is flat. Then by the universality of Dx/s ( $ ) there
exists a unique morphism hQ : W->Dx/s( <O over S such that the
composite quotient <§ A.-^» $ \-^>£& (A) restricted to JtV is isomorphic to
the pull-back of the universal quotient ux/s( $ ) : £ D^>&x/s(<?} by h0
where D = D X / S ( < £ ) . Then by the condition b) above WQ : = ^~l(W}
is a nonempty Zariski open subset of V and by the condition a)
Aot^U,,) is the identity of WQ. (Note that ff a/ S**1 ff a= ff a on Zy.)
Hence W^oC ^0(^)5 and then since W is irreducible, h0(W)QDa.
Finally by [4, Lemma 4] hQ extends to a meromorphic map h : A —>
Z)a which is generically surjective. This completes the construction
of all the objects required in the Iemma8
q. e, d.
2.3. For the proof of Theorem, besides Lemma 12 above we need
Lemma 5.9 and Lemma 5.7 of [3], which we shall quote here as
Lemma 13 and Lemma 14 respectively.
Lemma 13. Let f : X-+S be a proper flat morphism of reduced complex spaces and $ a coherent analytic sheaf on X. Let q = dim X/S.
Then for any irreducible component Da of Dx/s(£3)red such that Xa is
reduced, there exist 1) irreducible components T{, l ^ z ^ m , of DX/S such
that Zi:=Zx/s^sTi are irreducible, 2) for each i subvariety Y£ of
D
X,/T.( <^-)red 5 where Xi = XT. and g {= ff T,9 such that either a) dim &i/Y{
<g or b) Z{ :=ZixTYi is reduced, ^{ is a torsion free 0 % -module and
i(/

2)

^ with respect to the natural inclusion DZt/T.(/ {) ^=Dx./Ti( $ 0

T is the natural morphism ZTXTU—>ZTATB

induced by r.
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and $'{= $7-(x)^ 0 Z ., 3) an analytic subvariety

N of YI X 5. .. X sYm, and finally 4) a generically surjective meromorphic
map h : N->Da over S.

The newly added statement 'Y z -CZ) z . /:r .((?',-)' above is in fact shown
in the final part of the proof of Lemma 5.9 of [3].
Lemma 14. Let f: X->S be a proper flat morphism of complex
varieties and $ a coherent analytic sheaf on X,
Let r^>0 be an integer
and Y=Xx sGr(<?), where G r (eO is the Grassmann variety over X of
locally free quotients of rank r cf $ (cf. [6]), regarded naturally as
a complex space over S. Then for any irreducible component Da of
Dx/s($)red such that Xa is reduced and that £%« is torsion free of rank
r on Xa there exist an analytic subset Ea of DY/s and a bimeromorphic
map T : Ea-^Da over S.

Here we remark that the proof of this lemma in [3] uses [3,
Lemma 5.5], but unfortunately its proof is incomplete. (Perhaps not
true as is stated there.) So we shall formulate and prove another
version of it (Proposition 3 below), which is enough for Lemma 14
above as follows immediately from the proof of Lemma 5.7 in [3].
Let T be a complex variety and h : Y-+T be a morphism of
complex spaces with Y reduced. Let Y,-, l^z'^m, be the irreducible
components of Y. Then we say that Y is pure dimensional over T if
Y is pure dimensional and each Y,- is mapped surjectively onto T.
In this case dim Y z -/T=dim Y/T is independent of i.
To state the proposition we introduce some notations. Let f : X—>S,
f : X'-*S be proper morphisms of complex spaces. Let Z^XxsXf
be a subspace. Then we set
MQ={s^S ; Xs is reduced and ZsQXsxX's
meromorphic map XS-+X'S}.

is a graph of a

Assume further that there exists an S-morphism g:X'-*X. Then we
further set
M— [s^S ; Xs is reduced and Zs is a graph of a meromorphic section of gs : X'S-*X^.
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Proposition 3. Let f : X-+S, f : X'->S, Z^XxsX' and g : X'->X
be as above. Suppose that both X and Z are reduced and S is a variety.
Suppose further that both X and Z are pure dimensional over S. Then
1) Z is a graph of a meromorphic map X-*X' over S if and only if
there exists a Zariski open subset UC=S such that for any s^U, Xs is
reduced and Zs is a graph of a meromorphic map XS->X'S.
2) Let h : Z^S be the natural morphism. Suppose that both f and h
are fat. Then M0 is Zariski open in S (possibly empty} and M is
locally closed with respect to the Zariski topology of S.
First we make the following obvious remark.
morphism of complex spaces. Then
(22)

Let g : Y->Y be a

' g is isomorphic if and only if 1) dim^'^Cjp) =0
• for a n y j p e Y a n d 2) the natural homomorphism
eg : 0 Y~>g* 0 y is isomorphic.

The essential part of the proof of the proposition is contained the
following
Lemma 15. Let S be a complex variety. Let f : X-+S, h : Z—>S be
morphisms of reduced complex spaces and TT : Z^>X an S-morphism.
Suppose that X and Z are pure dimensional over S. Let Uf := {s^S ;f
is flat along Xs and Xs is reduced} and Uh: = {sEiS ', h is flat along Zs and
Zs is reduced]. Then the set N: = [s^Ufn Uh\Ks\Zs^>Xs is bimeromorphic]
is Zariski open in S. Moreover N is nonempty if and only if K is bimeromorphic.
Proof. First we note that Uf
Lemma 1.5]. We set U0=Ufr\Uh.
Then
(23)

and Uk are Zariski open by [3,
Let p = dim Z/S and q = dim X/S.

Zs (resp. Xs} has pure dimension p (resp. q) for any sEiU0.

Let A = UeZ ; dim27r-17r(^)>0} and A = x(A). Then clearly A,= [z
EiZs ; dim^Tr"1^^) ^>0}. Consider now the exact sequence
(24)

0

>Jf

> 0 X-^-*K* ^ z

*Jt

>0

of coherent analytic sheaves on X where Jf (resp. Jl} is the kernel
(resp. image) of cn. Let 5 = supp Jl and C = supp Jf. Let Wi =
X-A, W2=X-(AUB} and W,= X- (A U 5 U C ) . Let W^Tr
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Then TTI : W^Wi is a finite morphism, and

7T3 : W^—» 14^3 is an isomorphism in view of (22). In fact, W^ is the
maximal Zariski open subset of X with this property. Further
(25)

Bs = supp TTSH! 0 z/e^ 0 Xs on Wl H Xs.

This can be seen as follows.
(24) gives the exact sequence

By the restriction to each fiber Xs

0 *s— (n*0 z) s -

> Jl* -

> 0.

On the other hand, since KI is finite, on Xs f| Wi there exists a natural isomorphism between (Os

:

^x~^(^^^z)s

and tn '• @ x ~*KS* @ z •

Thus supp ns*& zs/Cns® x—supp J?5 and (25) follows.

Next we shall

see that
(26)

C s = s u p p ( K e r ) on

Indeed, on W2 (24) reduces to 0->Jf-> 0 z ->7r*0 z ->0 and on Wlft
f~l(Uh}, K*&Z is /-flat. Thus for any s^Uh the restriction of (24)
to Xs gives the exact sequence
0-

on W2r\Xs.

> jfs -

> o x-^ ^ o Zs -

> 0

Thus supp (Ker t^} = supp Jf s and (26) follows.

Now set TA= [s^S ; dim As^p], TB= {s<=S ; dim Bs^q], and
Tc= [sE^S ; dim Cs^q}. Let U, = S- (TAU TBU Tc). Then the first
assertion follows from the following:
Claim. Ar = [/0fWi.
Proof. It is clear that NC=U0. Let 5-^TV be arbitrary. Then
TTS : ZS-^X. is bimeromorphic. In particular s££TA by (23) and hence
Wir\Xs is dense in X5. It follows then that s&TB by (25) and so
W 2 f } X s is also dense in X s . Then by (26) s&Tc either. Thus s^
Ui and we have proved that -/VCt/ 0 n t/i- Conversely, let ^ e f / o f l f / i
be an arbitrary point. Then by (23) As is nowhere dense in Zs and
then TTS is generically finite. Thus xs(As)=As is nowhere dense in
X5. Hence Xs fl W3 is dense in Xs and Zs R W3 in Zs. Thus TTS is bimeromorphic and s£iN.
By the above claim it follows that N^= 0 if and only if Ul^ 0.
Further by the pure dimensionality assumption the latter condition
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is equivalent to the condition that W3 is dense in X and W3 is
dense in Z. From this the desired equivalence follows.
q. e. d.
Proof of Proposition 3. Let TT : Z^>X be the natural morphism.
Let TV be defined as in Lemma 15 applied to n. 1) If Z is a graph
of a meromorphic map, TT is bimeromorpnic. Then it suffices to set
U=N. Conversely suppose that a Zariski open subset U satisfying
the condition of 1) exists. Restricting [/, we may assume that f, h
are flat over U and Zs is reduced for any s^S (cf. [3]). Since Zs
is a graph of a meromorphic map if and only if xs : ZS->XS is bimeromorphic, U is contained in N. Hence N=£ 0 and then TT is
bimeromorphic by Lemma 15.
2) Since both / and h are flat, N= {s^S ; X5, Zs are reduced,
and TTS : ZS->XS is bimeromorphic}. Then clearly N^MQ. Conversely,
if s e M0, then Zs is reduced since Xs is reduced. Thus s^N. Hence
N=M0 and M0 is Zariski open. Once this is established, the proof
for M is the same as that of Lemma 5.5 2) in [3].
2.4. Using Lemmas 12, 13, and 14 above and Theorem in [4] (cf.
Introduction) we shall prove Theorem along the line of Proof of
Theorem 5.2 in [3].
Proof of Theorem. First we assume that / is a ^ -morphism. For
the functorial properties of ^-morphisms used below we refer to
[4. (2.4)]. The statement of Theorem is clearly equivalent to the
following :
Let Da be any irreducible component of Dx/s( &}*<&• Then for
any irreducible component D'aiQ of DaiQ : = DaxsQ, the natural
morphism b'aiQ :DlaQ^>Q (is proper and) is a ^-morphism.
We prove Theorem in this form by induction on q=dim t%a/S.
If q=—\ (i.e., supp ^ « = 0 ) , then 3$a={Q} so that Da=S and
hence the theorem is clearly true. So assume that (?^0 in what
follows.
Step 1. We may assume that /
both X and Xa are reduced.
Proof.

is flat, dim X/S = q, and that

Suppose that the theorem is true in this case.

We look
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at Lemma 12 applied to f, § and Da. We use the notations of
that lemma. First of all, since T is an irreducible component of
DX/S and pT : ZT— >T is a ^ -morphism (being induced by the projection /T : XT-^T), for any irreducible component T1Q of TQ the
natural morphism T1Q->Q is a ^-morphism by Theorem in [4],
Moreover, we note that T1Q is actually relatively compact in T as we
see immediately by applying the above argument to any relatively
compact 0,'CS with QfQ. (The same kind of remark applies also
to the other spaces defined below, though we do not mention it
explicitly.) On the other hand, pT is flat, dimZT/T=q and for any
Q-^k^n ZTxTBk is reduced. Thus Theorem is true for (pT : ZT— >jT,
<f a, jBfe) for each k by our assumption. Hence by the above remark
for any irreducible component B\ :=BlkiQ of BkQ the natural morphism
Blk-*TQ is a ^-morphism. Hence for any 1= (iQ, . . . , i w ) BQ°XT

•••

X T BK—>TQ is a ^-morphism, and so the composite map

A^ — > £0° x TQ • . • x TQ^«— > rQ — > o
also is a ^ -morphism, where ATQ is the inverse image of B'Q X T • • •
XT 5'nn in A

From this it follows that b^Q is a ^-morphism by

Lemma 12.
>. 2. In addition to the conditions of Step 1 we may further
assume that both X and S are irreducible and that ^a is torsion
free on Xa.
Proof. Suppose that Theorem is proved under this assumption.
We observe Lemma 13 applied to the given /, g and Da and use
the notations of that lemma. First since 7^-CI jSz/5, for any irreducible
component T\ : =TritQ of T^Q, the natural morphism TJ— »Q, is a
# -morphism by Theorem in [4], Hence for any (ft, . . . , FOT) the
induced morphism T ^ X Q ••• xQTl™-*Q also is a ^-morphism. Next
we shall show that for any irreducible component Y? :=Y? i Q of Yt-iQ
the natural morphism Y^TiiQ is a ^-morphism, and hence that
for any M— (fa, . . . , //OT) the induced morphism A^^ : = A/"Q f| (Yi 1 XQ
- • • X Q Y^ m )->7" Q : = T r L Q X Q - • • xQTm,Q also is a ^-morphism. This
would then imply that the composite map NQ->TQ^>Q is again a
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^-morphism. Hence by Lemma 13 b{aiQ would also be a ^-morphism.
Now we show that
(27)

Y?-*TiiQ

is a #-morphism.

Suppose first that dim <%i/Yi = q. Let Yfl. be any irreducible component of Dz/T.(/i)Ted
(Pi : Zi-*Ti9 /{,

containing Yf. Then we claim that the triple

Yj.) satisfies the condition of Step 2.

First, by

Lemma 13 Zz- and T{ are varieties, pt is flat and dim Zi/Ti = dim Z,-/
Yz- = dim &i/Yi = q. Further by Lemma 10 Zp. :=ZiXT.Yl3. is reduced
since Zi = Zp.\Y. is reduced.

Similarly, & $. : = 38Z./T.( /1)0. is a torsion

free Q % -module by Lemma 10 since Z0. is pure dimensional as well
as Zi (cf. [4, Lemma 3]) and 38 {= 38 Z./T.( / {) Y{ is torsion free.

Thus

our claim is proved. Hence from our assumption (27) follows. Next
assume that dim &i/Yi<q. Then dim ^0./Y0.<iq also by the flatness
of 380 over YB..

Hence by induction hypothesis (27) again follows.

Step 3. By Step 2 we may assume that / and Da satisfy the
condition of Step 2. This time we observe Lemma 14 applied to our
/, $ and Da. We use the notations of that lemma. Since EaQDY/s
and Y->S is a ^-morphism (Gr ( $) ->X being projective), by Theorem
in [4] for any irreducible component ElaiQ of EUiQ the natural morphism Ela<Q-*Q is a ^-morphism. Then the theorem follows from
Lemma 14 because DlaQ is a bimeromorphic image of some ElaiQ.
In the case where / is Moishezon, the above proof works without
any change if we replace c< ^-morphism' by 'Moishezon morphism 5
there. (See (1.5) and Proposition 1 of [4] for the functorial properties
instead of [4, (2.4)]).
q. e. d.
Remark 2. In [3, Theorem 5.2] we asserted that any irreducible
component of A*vs ( < ^ ) red is proper over the whole S without
restricting to a relatively compact subdomain Q as above under the
assumption that / is a Kahler morphism. However, this seems to be
incorrect; the gap in the proof lies in the final statement of Lemma
5.7 of [3] based on the false claim that the composite map
Gr(g)
->X->S is again Kahler in the notation of Lemma 12, (which is in
general true only after restricted over Q as above (cf. [4, §2])).
At the end of [3] we also asserted that Theorem is true also for
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X-+S in loc-&/S in the sense of [4, (2.3)] (in V/S in the sense

of [3]).

But this is obviously false, e.g., for the fiber bundle /: X—>

C constructed in [3, Remark 4.3], though the proof indicated there
applies to a ^f-morphism in the sence of [4], i.e., of this paper, as
we have seen above.
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